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Bidder Name  

Project Name  

Description:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9) 

Provide a management chart that lists the key management personnel, title, lines of responsibility and reporting 

requirements for the Facility project team.

Provide the resumes of the important project management and key support staff dedicated to the Facility.

Provide documentation regarding the contractual relationship between the project sponsor and all additional 

participants or vendors.  Indicate the status of any arrangements between the Bidder and vendors. 

Provide a listing of all similar projects the Bidder has successfully developed.  Provide the following information as 

part of the response:

Highlight project experience within the SPP Integrated Marketplace that is relevant to this RFP.

§         Name of the project

§         Location of the project

§         Project type, size and technology

§         Purchasing utility

§         Schedule and actual commercial operation date

2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

Bidders are required to demonstrate project experience and management capability to successfully develop and operate 

the Facility, as proposed.  OG&E is particularly interested in a project team which has demonstrated success in Projects of a 

similar nature, type, size, and technology, and can demonstrate an ability to effectively work together and for greenfield 

projects to bring the Facility to commercial operation.

For each of the participants (i.e., project developer, A/E firm, EPC firm, fuel supplier, environmental staff or 

consulting firm, legal services, etc.) provide brief experience statements which lists the specific experience of the 

firm, other projects of similar nature, type, size and technology, and any evidence that the participants have 

worked jointly on other projects.

Provide an organizational chart for the Facility that lists the participants and consultants and identifies the 

management structure and responsibilities.

Form Q

SPP Capacity Accredation

(Form is required for all proposed facilities or significant upgrades to existing facilities.)

Provide copies of report material related to safety of operations including reports on reportable injuries, instances 

of accidents, injuries, or fatalities, lost workday injuries, loss of operations due to safety issues, etc. at facilities 

currently owned or maintained by the Bidder.  

Describe Bidder's commitment to safety of operations including any operating practices designed to encourage 

safety commitments (such as bonus programs related to safety performance).

§         Whether the unit is dispatchable or must-run

§         Capacity factor of the unit for its entire term of operation

§         Availability factor of the unit for its entire term of operation

§         Sponsor’s role in the project

§         Identify any environmental violations

DPL Generation and Power Purchase Agreement RFP

Attachment 2 Bidder Response Forms Form Q


